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Environmental risks from a fixed income investor
perspective
By Yen Wong (yen.wong@colonialfirststate.com.au)

Yen Wong, Manager Credit in the Global Fixed Income team for
Colonial First State Global Asset Management, describes the
integration of environmental, social and governance issues into
the credit analysis and investment process.

There is a growing recognition by fixed income investors of the
impact to their investments from environmental, social or
governance (ESG) risks. Increasingly corporate and even
sovereign blow-ups can be attributed, at least in part, to ESG

factorsi which were not identified in traditional credit analysis
models. ESG risks are considered non-financial risks factors. But
badly managed, these risks can and will have a financial impact
for both companies and governments, thereby affecting their
default or credit risk.

Changing demand for coal
One example of this is the coal industry. There has been a
dramatic shift in pricing and demand both globally and
regionally which has implications for extractors and generators.
A variety of factors are driving the shift toward cleaner energy
sources by major energy consumers like China, India, the US and
Europe, which is affecting the coal industry. Concerns about air

pollution are driving a decline in China’s coal consumptionii,
while in the US major gas discoveries and lower cost extraction
techniques are driving a dramatic shift in the power generation

mixiii.

Falling demand for coal, both globally and regionally, would be
negative for coal prices and have a negative impact on coal
miners’ ability to service their debt. It also has implications for
coal-powered generators which have seen increasing demand
for clean energy. This in turn will affect the cost of debt and
equity capital for those issuers. Indeed stock prices for these
companies have underperformed significantly over the last five
years with the Dow Jones coal price index down over 70%.

Stranded assets
Looking forward, regulatory and societal responses to climate
change have sparked concern that there is a “coal bubble” which
may leave assets stranded. These risks are not trivial. According

to the Carbon Tracker Initiativeiv, stranded assets are fossil fuel
energy and generation resources which, at some time prior to
the end of their economic life, are no longer able to earn an
economic return as a result of changes in the market and
regulatory environment associated with the transition to a low-
carbon economy. The IEA estimates as much as two thirds of

current known fossil fuel reserves are at riskv.

As a result the dominant position held by coal in the world’s
primary energy and electricity markets, and the sheer size of
global coal reserves, are increasingly threatened by climate
change regulation, economics and energy innovation. Credit
rating agencies, even though they do not formally consider
climate change risk in their credit assessment models, are
acknowledging this growing risk with S&P saying that in an
increasingly carbon-constrained environment, “most of these

assets could wind up having no economic return”vi.

Changes in the energy sector
We have seen recent change in emphasis by AGL in a bid to stay
relevant in the energy sector with the company committing to
phasing out its current fleet of coal-fired generators and

stepping up its renewable energy investmentsvii. Both AGL and

Originviii are waking up to solar energy in the face of changing
economics and changing customer habits. It remains to be seen
whether companies like these can make the transition smoothly.

The increasing pace of change in the coal sector has implications
for all players in the energy value chain. Negative externalities,
including environmental risks, are increasingly driving industry
dynamics and should be a consideration by all banks and
investors when lending to this sector, especially given these risks
are being highlighted by reputable organisations like the IEA, the
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World Bank and UN. In this regard, the commitment by the big
four Australian banks to disclose their financed carbon

emissionsix, not just their direct emissions, is a step in the right
direction.

Government finance
The uncertainty in the coal industry also has implications for
government finances. The Queensland government, a major
bond issuer with over $80 billion in debt outstanding, had

previously announcedx that it would contribute hundreds of
millions of dollars towards rail infrastructure to connect the
Galilee Basin coal mines with coastal ports. This decision was
based on the contribution of the investment to the economy and
the price for coal. However the dramatic fall in coal price and
change of Government this year has created uncertainty over
this investment.

Queensland Treasury has acknowledgedxi that spending on
infrastructure for coal mines comes at the expense of spending
on social infrastructure. This is a concern for the future
sustainability of the state in terms of its impact on revenue and
expenses, which in turn impacts the state’s cost of funding. This
should be a consideration for bond investors who are invested
in bonds issued by state governments.

Implications for investors
Bond investors can take a number of steps to fully incorporate
these risks into their investment process. Our approach has
been to factor ESG risks into our internal credit ratings. This
approach has resulted in generally lower internal credit ratings
being assigned to high ESG risk companies than the ratings
agencies have assigned, which in turn has led to superior
portfolio performance through our lower default experience.

Our consideration of the ESG risks for fixed income investments
is part of our overall responsible investment and stewardship

strategy. Our latest reportxii provides further case studies of how
ESG is influencing our investment approach.

i A common example is the rating downgrades and the credit
spread blow out for Egypt following the Arab Spring. PRI
Sovereign Bonds: Spotlight on ESG risks 2013
http://www.unpri.org/viewer/?file=wp-content/uploads/
SpotlightonESGrisks.pdf

ii PRC National Energy Administration Oct 2014 cited by
http://cleantechnica.com/2015/03/13/china-coal-consumption-
co2-emissions-drop-2014/

iii http://insideclimatenews.org/carbon-copy/22052015/analysis-
shows-clean-power-plan-would-cut-coal-use-energy-
information-agency

iv http://www.carbontracker.org/

v IEA World Energy Outlook 2012 https://www.iea.org/
newsroomandevents/pressreleases/2012/november/
name,33015,en.html

vi Standard & Poor’s, Carbon Constraints Cast A Shadow Over
The Future of the Coal Industry, 21 July 2014,
http://www.carbontracker.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/
2014-07-21-SP-Carbon-Constraints-Cast-A-Shadow-Over-The-
Future-Of-The-Coal-Industry3.pdf

vii http://www.agl.com.au/about-agl/media-centre/article-list/
2015/april/agl-policy-to-provide-pathway-to-decarbonisation-of-
electricity-generation

viii http://www.originenergy.com.au/content/dam/origin/about/
investors-media/docs/results-interim-presentation-2015.pdf

ix Australasian Centre for Corporate Responsibility, Financed
Emission, ‘Unburnable Carbon’ risk and the Major Australian
Banks, October 2014, http://www.accr.org.au/bigbankreport

x http://www.statedevelopment.qld.gov.au/assessments-and-
approvals/north-galilee-basin-rail-project.html

xi https://cgc.gov.au/
index.php?option=com_attachments&task=download&id=1727

xii http://ri.firststateinvestments.com/
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The times suit us …
By David Bell (david.bell@actuaries.asn.au)

… making a difference to the
development of rational
public policy in Australia
I can almost guarantee that people who read this column will
never have heard of Quintus Tullius Cicero, younger brother of
the better known philosopher Marcus Tullius Cicero, a Roman
Governor and soldier. Living during the era of Julius Caesar,
Cicero the younger Cicero said:

“Avoid any specific discussion of public policy at
public meetings.”

I will come back to the words of our ancient Roman in just a
moment.

My column this month expands upon the remarks I made at the
Actuaries Summit held in Melbourne in May this year during
Plenary 3 – Raw Insights on Public Policy. I was joined by my
fellow presenters: Geoff Atkins from Finity, Rod Maddock from
Monash University, Andrew Cornell from ANZ BlueNotes and
Glen McCrea from ASFA, in a session that was hosted by
journalist Annabel Crabb.

I introduced my presentation by referencing one of the more
interesting newspaper columns that almost flew under the radar
(well at least mine) by the Australian Newspaper’s Editor-at-large
Paul Kelly, on the community’s apparent mistrust of the ‘political
class’ (his words). Kelly quoted research conducted for the
Business Council of Australia about public attitudes to future tax
reform, and drew on a number of their conclusions. He said that
the research shows that 82% of people think the economy is
stable, bad or getting worse and 53% think life in Australia is
stable, bad or getting worse. 94% believe Australia needs a
‘better plan for its long-term future’.

In what he calls ‘the crisis of the system’ Kelly highlighted the
community’s deep worries about the ability and the strength of
the political class to effect reform that would work. People, he
says, are apprehensive about the capacity of legislators and
Government, to make ‘viable’ and ‘fair’ changes. Most telling is
that the research shows that the levels of concern are
unprecedented in over 30 years of polling.

Interestingly the researcher in question is Mark Textor, who is
one half of the research and political consultancy, Crosby Textor.
The other half, Lynton Crosby, was one of the key architects of
the recent successful Conservative Party election campaign in
Britain which saw that party gain a majority in its own right,
against all predications.

The point of quoting Paul Kelly and the BCA research is that it is
directly relevant to the Institute’s own recently approved
2015-17 Strategic Plan. Goal 3 says that the profession should
aim to have a significant influence on a range of decision-makers
and employers, on a range of critical topics, where we have
credibility.

In the world of public policy, lobbying and industry groups, the
Actuaries Institute, and hence the Profession, is well placed to
meet our charter set down in the Institute’s Public Policy
Framework. In summary we say that by engaging in public policy
discussions, we aim to:

• use actuarial skills to benefit the community;
• increase awareness of the profession’s skills and influence

and thereby increase demand for actuaries’ expertise;
• enhance the profession’s reputation as a trusted, credible

source of advice on relevant issues;
• create the opportunity for an ongoing role for actuaries in

policy formulation; and
• demonstrate to the membership the influential role of the

Institute and the profession.

It’s the third point that I would draw your attention to, in terms
of what Paul Kelly has identified in his column. Given the
apparent credibility deficit among the political class, the Institute
and the profession have the opportunity to step into the breach
not only to provide relevant information to government but also
to make suitable public statements on policy. Those statements
need to be in line with the Institute’s public policy principles and
backed by fact and good reasoning, belying, of course, the
earlier quoted statement by Cicero.

Your profession is highly regarded in Canberra for the expertise
and authority it can bring to bear on a number of different
areas. Longevity risk and the associated matter of the future
direction of retirement incomes policy are two areas that come
immediately to mind. However, not all industry bodies who
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attempt to ply their trade in the corridors of power in Canberra
work in the same way. The powerful industry representatives of
so-called ‘rent seekers’ – quite often but not necessarily, the big
end of town – can easily arrange a meeting with a senior
politician and get a headline.

Whether that translates into effective influence and having your
point-of-view listed to is another matter. Quite often the
positions advanced by those with vested interests are
discounted because they are quickly recognised as being so both
by sceptical politicians, public servants who have seen it all
before, and journalists who can quickly recognise self serving
arguments.

By contrast, the power of the profession of actuaries is that in
both perception, and reality, there is no axe to grind, and no
position of personal or institutional preferment to lay out.
Instead, there is expertise to bring to bear, backed by strong
data, sound argument and a principled approach.

A most recent example of this approach was the work that was
done on the Financial System Inquiry (FSI). Not only was the
Institute able to make its own arguments in person and in
writing to the FSI Members and Secretariat, we had the added
advantage of having actuaries actually directly advising the FSI
itself. This was not some stroke of good fortune, but recognition
that actuaries had an important contribution to make.

During the Inquiry a special Actuaries Institute-FSI working
group was established leading to the FSI recommending a pre-
selected retirement default system featuring a comprehensive
income product for retirement (CIPR) that provides a broad
portfolio of product and investment options. Institute President
Daniel Smith said at the time: “This will ensure retirees have
access to strategies which will protect retirees against the many
risks they bear, including liquidity, longevity and inflation. This
will deliver greater income security and protection throughout
their retirement.”

This is a great example of the Institute and the profession
ensuring it was as best placed as possible to influence one of the
most critical public policy debates of recent times. For those of
you who are following the Inquiry you will know that the
Government is yet to respond to the Murray Inquiry’s report.

The Institute will be stepping up its efforts in public policy over
the coming months and years. If any member wishes to
contribute I would be very happy to hear from you.
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Project Management: the art and science of
making things happen
By Actuaries Institute (Actuariesmag@actuaries.asn.au)

TrTrang Duncanson on what makang Duncanson on what makes aes a
strong project manager and how shestrong project manager and how she
uses those skills in her role as Headuses those skills in her role as Head
of Aof Actuarial, Insurctuarial, Insurance,ance, at Nationalat National
AAustrustralia Bank (NAB).alia Bank (NAB).

“On top of your technical skills, project management skills will
help you stand out,” says Trang Duncanson. Trang spoke with us
at the 2015 Actuaries Summit, ahead of her presentation to
young actuaries in Melbourne last week.

View the video here:View the video here:
https://youtu.be/uhuFqE8nEUI

At NAB Wealth, Trang is one of five leaders reporting to the Chief
Actuary. She and her team are responsible for insurance risk
valuation and analysis, insurance pricing reviews, model
governance, actuarial strategic projects, consolidation and
coordination for the actuarial team including the production of
the Appointed Actuary’s Financial Condition Report.
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Actuarial Insight into Ebola
By Jennifer Lang (jennifer_h_lang@nab.com.au)

The WThe World Health Ororld Health Organization recently declared Liberia free ofganization recently declared Liberia free of
the disease that has claimed more than 4,700 lives in thethe disease that has claimed more than 4,700 lives in the
country, but officials say ending the Ebola outbreak entirely willcountry, but officials say ending the Ebola outbreak entirely will
prove difficult. Actuary Jennifer Lang points to interestingprove difficult. Actuary Jennifer Lang points to interesting
implications for insurers.implications for insurers.

Ebola, as an epidemic, has the general form of high mortality
rates and low transmission probabilities. The lower transmission
probabilities mean an epidemic such as this is typically easier to
contain, and typically has a less significant population mortality
impact than an epidemic with lower mortality rates and higher
transmission probabilities, like full-blown avian flu epidemic.

The Health Committee of the International Actuarial Association
released an analysis paper on Ebola in February, which is worth
a read. After a summary on the state of play (both what we know
about Ebola in general, and the current outbreak) the paper
includes a very interesting section on modelling the impact of
Ebola on an insurer – relevant to a health, life, and disability
insurer.

““The paper reinforced to me that the infectiousness of diseases
is just as important as their deadliness in working out how
scared you should be”

The paper outlines the way in which you might set up a multi-
state model with transitional probabilities between states (quite
similar to the disability income model many life & health
insurance actuaries are familiar with), but also points out that
none of that is much comfort to anyone who lives in West Africa.

The paper also points out that, for actuaries working in countries
with a strong health system and where there are good national
preparations for Ebola, the results of the multi-state model
would typically indicate that the risk to an insurer is fairly
limited.

The paper reinforced to me that the infectiousness of diseases is
just as important as their deadliness in working out how scared
you should be. The post I wrote last year about Ebola certainly
brought that home to me, and the latest measles epidemics in
the US and Europe makes that point very clearly.

While the death rate from an individual case of measles is quite
low compared with Ebola, measles is one of the most infectious

diseases around. So in the last six months, around 70,000
people probably died of measles world-wide, compared with just
under 10,000 from Ebola.

Ebola has the potential to be terrifying if it spreads. But its
methods of transmission make it easier to contain, at least in a
country with a reasonably well-functioning healthcare system.

A version of this article originally appeared on Actuarial eye in
March 2015
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Votes sing for Australia in Eurovision 2015
By Arun Isaac (ai8888@gmail.com)

Eurovision fever swept over the equator to Australia last
weekend, as for the first time, our great country was somehow
allowed to compete in the world’s most televised glitterfest.
Arun Isaac reports.

The Eurovision Song Contest – which was originally intended as a
light entertainment program to re-unite a very war-torn Europe
in 1958 – made headlines when they invited Australia into the
contest this year, despite no significant tectonic plate shifts or
territorial annexations which would warrant Australia’s
inclusion. The reason cited by the European Broadcasting Union
was that Australia’s ongoing support of the contest, which has
been broadcast by SBS since 1983.

Guy Sebastian did Australia proud with his performance of the
specially penned tune “Tonight Again”, finishing fifth overall.

While Sweden took out the top spot, it was indeed a fifth-placed
Australia (out of 27 countries) – represented by our very own
Guy Sebastian – who had the world talking.
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The exact cause of Australia’s bizarre Eurovision obsession has
not been pinpointed – perhaps it is the case that we have a
diverse European migrant population, perhaps it is because we
love the intense patriotism, or perhaps it is because we have a
burning desire to see the UK get demolished.

Being present at Sydney’s Oxford Art Factory for their annual
Eurovision party – which attracted around 300 people – one
thing was clear: Australians can get just as passionate, vocal, and
intoxicated about the Grand Final of a song contest than they
can with the Grand Final of any sport. During Sebastian’s
performance, and on every instance another country announced
their votes for Australia, it was like Australia had just won the
World Cup final…only with more sequins and ABBA costumes.

But it wasn’t just Australia who was impressed with Sebastian’s
performance: finishing in the Top 5 of the Eurovision Song
Contest is no easy feat (just ask Portugal, who have never
achieved this in 48 attempts), but was well deserved from a
vocally immaculate, well-staged entry. Australia scored points
from 33 of the 39 voting countries, including top marks from
Sweden and Austria. As this is Australia’s first contest, we have
inherent handicaps. For example, Australia does not have the
European political allies, voting liabilities from previous contests,
or a production-heavy selection process.

This is unlike this year’s top two songs from Sweden and Russia.
Both countries have a strong bloc vote, with Sweden getting top
points from every other Scandinavian country and Russia
receiving top points from ex-Soviets like Azerbaijan, Armenia,
Belarus and Estonia. Furthermore, Sweden has Melodifestivalen,
their mini-Eurovision selection process, which has resulted in
top 3 finishes for Sweden four times in the last five years. The
winning song, Heroes, by Mans Zelmerlow, is likely to be a game-
changer in how visuals and staging can be used to produce the
ultimate performance.

The voting data which drives the results is often a source of
contention, as it sheds light on the aforementioned political and
geographic voting biases. Last year, the European Broadcasting
Union released the rank-ordering of every country’s public vote
and jury vote. By virtue of 5,435 raw, independent modelling
points from the 2014 contest, I was able to shed some light on
statistical politics in Eurovision 2014. When the data is available
for this year’s contest, I’ll do another statistical analysis. Watch
this space.

So, what does the future hold for Australia in the Eurovision?
Unfortunately, it has not been made clear yet, despite our strong
performance. But, one thing that is clear is that many
Australians would like to see us participate: not just the diehard
Eurovision fans, but also everyone who takes pleasure in seeing
us score 39 times more points than the UK.

Did you watch the Eurovision Song Contest this year? Who was
your favourite entry, and do you think Australia deserves
another chance in the contest?
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Summit through Young Actuary eyes
By Ruby Huang (ruby.a.huang@au.pwc.com)

Young actuary and PwC consultant Ruby Huang reflects on the
hot topics and her networking experience at the 2015 Actuaries
Summit.
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It was with excitement that I attended the biannual Actuaries
Summit held in Melbourne for the first time. The theme, Take
the Lead, was demonstrated from a range of perspectives in all
the sessions.

The variety of topics covered in these sessions made for difficult
selection decisions. These topics covered both traditional
industries such as life insurance, general insurance,
superannuation and health insurance, and non-traditional ones
such as banking and data analytics. The topics were also spread
across a breadth of fields – technical models, industry trends,
product design – both informative and intellectually stimulating.

At work, my experience lies mainly within general insurance and
data analytics. With a mind to being exposed to something new,
I planned the following sessions:

(1) “How to Make Group Self-Annuitisation a Popular Retirement
Product: Practical Challenges and Solutions for Super Funds”,

(2) “Analysis of Financial Management Levers for Stock
Selection”,

(3) “Driving Business Strategy with Retail Analytics” which is in
some cross section with my experience to date, and

(4) Plenary 5.

Topic (1) was very interesting from a societal relevance point of
view as it concerned current and future retirees. This new
product was created to provide sufficient funding for people’s
retirement and enhance their quality of life after retirement and
was in response to the demand imposed by longevity risks. The
actuaries’ contributions are critical in designing and enhancing
this innovative new product. The models Chao Qiao and Aaron
Minney presented helped to assess and test results under
different scenarios and ultimately help make more informed
decisions.

Topic (2) exemplified the application of actuarial skills in non-
traditional fields. With a lens of maximising long term
investment return, as measured through company financial
metrics, the analysis smoothed out short term fluctuations in
prices, changes in market perceptions and company prospects.
It refocused on a company’s core rather than external
uncontrollables. Speakers Kevin Gomes, Cary Helenius and
Graham Taylor made the technical models easy to understand
with visual aids and clear structure. The common steps in
selecting indicators and data points were no different to any
other actuarial models.

“previously, people had been taking a “gut feel” approach and
using data to validate. Now it is the other way around…”

A generalised linear model was constructed with company
financials as the explanatory variables, against the relative
change in total shareholder’s return. Interestingly, the model
found differences in how investors responded to company
financials compared to how companies felt about their
financials. It compared the correlation of companies’
performances against indicators such as payout ratio vs dividend
yields and Return on Funds Employed (ROFE) and growth on
ROFE. The same model has applications in various other fields,
such as setting executive remuneration, determining capital
funding mix for acquisitions, and decision making on capital
management initiatives, including share buyback and franking
credits. Bootstrapping techniques were used to back-test results
which had shown a consistent outperformance as a result of
these indicators.

‘Big Data’ is a phrase on everyone’s lips. Topic (3) illustrated the
value which the actuarial skillset can bring to analytics and
company insights. In university, I did two research projects –
one in superannuation and one in data clustering and
classification. The second matched well with the big data talk.
Whereas previously, people had been taking a “gut feel”
approach and using data to validate. Now it is the other way
around. Data based algorithms allow data to speak for itself –
identifying trends, correlations, segmentations and high profit
areas in the consumer group. Then we try to think of why this is
the case and whether that is as expected.

Plenary 5 was with Christopher Parish and Tim Trumper on new
drug development in treating cancer and big data in decision
making. It was extremely exciting to hear industry leading topics
and new developments. The session was open to young
actuaries, which attracted great attendance by those in
Melbourne. It was a great initiative this year with mind to
encouraging more involvement from the community of young
actuaries.
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Throughout all sessions, questions were as insightful as the
presentation itself. Some questions put the practicality and
market perception of the product to challenge, whilst some
comments led to more thorough and circumspective thinking.
Aspiring industry leaders offered solutions to hot industry topics
and societal challenges. It was great to learn how my profession
can influence and make an impact on a better outcome for
society.

From another angle, the Summit provided a platform for people
to meet others who are like-minded and unlike-minded. I met
people from various industries and fields and had some great
discussions and debate on the topics. With a large presence of
industry expertise, I found before- and after- sessions and
breaks the perfect opportunities to share knowledge of the
topics presented, to cover off interesting topics missed as well as
to network.

Overall, I thoroughly enjoyed this learning experience and
witnessed many qualities demonstrated by various industry-
leading actuaries which are worthy of my aspirations.
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Welcome to New Members - April 2015
By Actuaries Institute (Actuariesmag@actuaries.asn.au)

New Members – Australia

Antu ADHIKARI – NSW

Kar Wai LIM – ACT

Ayeeda Hossain AKHAND – NSW

Lawrence LU – NSW

Rowan Lee ALBERTS – QLD

Li LU – NSW

Hyeonjin BAE – WA

Thomas Patrick Leslie MASON – NSW

Thomas David BEERS – NSW

Rowan Winston MING – NSW

Tianyi CAO – NSW

Brian NGUYEN – NSW

Seung Hyeon CHO – NSW

Jack Hill O’BRIEN – QLD

Jonathan Chun-Him CHOI – NSW

Kate Elizabeth PICKERING – NSW

Jessica Lee DIMOVSKI – VIC

David Benjamin RAVI – WA

Koko Rani DOVE – VIC

Belinda SITU – NSW

Xu FENG – VIC

Kishandth SIVAPALASUNDARAM – NSW

Wan Yi FONG – NSW

Xuejiao SONG – NSW

Chanduni Tharanga GALAPPATTI – NSW

Olivia STEPHENSON – WA

Rajarshi GUPTA – VIC

Tony Chi-Kwong TAM – VIC

Natasha Renee HALL – VIC

Nuchapa TANASARNSOPAPORN – NSW

Zixing HE – ACT

Chen TANG – ACT

Houming HUANG – VIC

Tifanni TANU – VIC

David Michael HUGHES – NSW

Qing WANG – NSW

Christy IP – WA

Yan WANG – VIC

Siddharth JAIN – VIC

Na WEI – VIC

Fan JIANG – NSW

Benjamin Edward – WHALE TAS

Emily JOVANOVSKI – VIC

Yee Ching WONG – WA

Supat KAEWSUKSAI – NSW
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Mengyi XU – NSW

Benjamin Alexander KEENAN-SMITH – WA

Yean Tat YONG – ACT

Akira KINEFUCHI – NSW

Zhenhao YU – NSW

Jia Yi KOH – ACT

Qianyao YUAN – VIC

Trinh LE – QLD

Edwin ZHANG – NSW

Hyunjung LEE – NSW

Yi ZHANG – NSW

Charlie LI – NSW

Zhijun ZHANG – ACT

Meng LI – NSW

New Members – Overseas

Leandro AO – Thailand

Tsz Kin NG – Hong Kong

Thomas David BRIGHT – New Zealand

Samuel Peter STEWART – New Zealand

Jonathon William CAIN – New Zealand

Theebhika SURIYAKANTHAN – New Zealand

Sherly HANDAYANI – Indonesia

Nobuaki TAKEDA – Japan

Weiyu HE – China

Calvin Kang Wei TAN – Singapore

Pavimol JARADWILASWANIT – Thailand

Ho Hin TSANG – Hong Kong

Yumi KIM – Korea, (S) Republic Of

Shu Hui YEOH – Malaysia

Michelle Xin Yu LEW – Singapore

Ka Yan Rosaline YUE – Hong Kong

Anjana NARAYANASWAMY – United Arab Emirates

Mingchao ZHANG – China
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Appointed Actuary Role Review
By Sharanjit Paddam (editor@actuaries.asn.au)

Sharanjit Paddam reports on the Insights meeting on the
Appointed Actuary role held on Monday 11 May 2015. The
discussion was led by Actuaries Institute president Estelle
Pearson, and the panel consisted of Ian Laughlin, Brett Ward,
Jamie Reid and Hoa Bui.

The audience of nearly 130 actuaries in the room, as well as 35
on the webinar, is a record for the Actuaries Institute this year.
It’s hardly surprising when you consider the importance of the
role that has been in place in some form since at least 1945 for
life insurers, 2002 for general insurers and 2004 for health
insurers.

Decline in fortuneDecline in fortune

Ian Laughlin starts with a little reminiscing about a meeting he
had in Brisbane forty years ago as a “humble actuarial student”
with the Chief Actuary of National Mutual. He notes how
daunting that experience was, with the Chief Actuary being a
very senior person indeed – in both the company (effectively
number two) and in the profession. He comments on how the
role of the senior actuary in life companies has changed since
then, with its seniority and breadth of responsibilities waning
over time. He touches on some of the possible reasons for this,
including the steady increase in broader skills and disciplines
within the industry and the advent of the CFO role.

“What we want is a really strong robust life insurance, general
insurance and health insurance industry and we want the
Appointed Actuary to be a major contributor to that outcome”
– Ian Laughlin, Deputy Chairman, APRA

He goes on to contrast this history with that of actuaries in the
general insurance industry – from the introduction of general
insurance in the syllabus around 1980, the focus of actuarial
work on technical matters from these early days and the steady
increase to today’s wide acceptance of the value of the actuaries’
work.

These days, Ian worries about the status of life insurance
Appointed Actuaries, as they came to be known after the 1992
update of the old Life Insurance Act of 1945, and carried over
into the new Life Insurance Act in 1995: “In recent times the
turnover rate in [Life insurance] Appointed Actuaries has been
very high – about 64% over a three year period. At the same

time, the industry has been undergoing considerable stress and
strain. I’m not saying there’s a correlation between the two,
but…as a prudential regulator…you get nervous.”

Key points:Key points:

• APRA concerned by the level of turnover in Appointed
Actuaries for Life Insurers

• Coincident with significant issues facing life
insurance industry

• APRA has begun holistic review of Appointed Actuary role
across Life and General Insurance

• APRA considers need for change,but is open to nature of the
change

• After consideration of input provided and its own analysis,
APRA will issue a consultation paper

• Actuaries Institute’s Life Appointed Actuaries task force issued
a report in March 2015

• An Actuaries Institute cross practice committee prepared a
statement on the purpose of the Appointed Actuary role,
which will be subject to consultation with members, before
being submitted to APRA

The difficulties Ian refers to are well known, from problems with
late reported claims in group life insurance to concerns about
adviser remuneration, as well as poor profitability of some
product lines.

“This has prompted us to ask questions on whether or not the
system is actually working as intended.”

ConsultationConsultation

APRA’s concerns led them to have discussions with both the
Financial Services Council, the main industry body for life
insurers, and the Actuaries Institute. “When we went to speak to
the FSC, we said that there are two schools of thought. One is
that the difficulties with Appointed Actuaries has been caused by
APRA; APRA has imposed additional requirements on the
Appointed Actuary and that has meant that it has increasingly
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become a technical role and it has been contained within certain
parameters.

“The counterview is that the industry, for good reason or bad,
has chosen to make the role of the Appointed Actuary in the
company more narrow and to restrict it to basically technical
roles and to demote it.

“So we had a bit of a discussion about that and we put it up for a
vote around the table, and you’ll be pleased to know that there
was consensus that it was APRA’s fault,” he dryly notes. The joke
is appreciated by the actuaries in the room. Ian goes on to say
that to the FSC’s credit they then commissioned a report from
Ernst Young on the AA role which has provided some valuable
insights.

In parallel, and coordinated with the FSC review, the Actuaries
Institute responded to APRA’s concerns through a report issued
by the Life Appointed Actuaries Task Force, which considers:

* What are the current limitations or weaknesses in the life AA
role, in the modern environment?

* What would a preferred or enhanced life AA role look like?

* What are the opportunities for improving the status and
influence of the life AA?

* What steps can the Institute take to support changes to, and
perceptions of, the life AA role?

APRA has commenced an holistic review of the role of AAs in
both life insurance and general insurance. While there haven’t
been prominent concerns regarding turnover and other industry
issues in general insurance, APRA wants to ensure a consistent
regulatory approach for AAs across industries.

Estelle notes that “While there are similarities in the AA role
across all the insurance segments there have been some
important differences relating to the specific nature of the
insurance risks”.

WhatWhat’s driven the decline?’s driven the decline?

David Goodsall, a previous president of the Institute and a long
standing appointed actuary believes the explanation for the
decline in the role of the life AA lies largely with three groups.

“APRA has talked a lot about actuaries being part of the
prudential regulation mechanism, and whilst actuaries may not
have a problem with that, understanding that their primary duty
is to the company, companies have seen it as a potential
problem. Some individual actuaries may have seen the interests
of APRA as more important than the interests of the company,
when their primary duty is to the company and policyholders
and to comply with the law. It becomes a matter of
communication and good relationships.

“The profession’s education system has also failed to evolve
from providing technical training to business training. We have
to catch up.” David also thinks that the previous code of conduct
did us no favours by requiring actuaries to declare their
remuneration, and to provide enough information in their
reports for the results to be reproducible by other actuaries,
making them overly technical documents rather than
appropriate for the users.

“Finally, I think the responsibility also lies with the individual
actuaries. Sometimes delivering good advice requires courage.”
By delivering overly-long reports to the board, without focus on
the key issues, actuaries have reinforced the perception as
fulfilling a compliance role rather than a strategic one. “It takes
courage and skill to present information the management or the
Board may not want to hear. Today, many actuaries turn up to
board meetings, present the FCR, and leave rather than be
present to add value to other discussions. We have to take a seat
at the table when we have that opportunity.”

BretBrett Wt Ward – Generard – General Insural Insuranceance

Brett Ward, internal Appointed Actuary for the general insurer
IAG, emphasises the need for actuaries to improve their
communication to boards. “As actuaries we are uniquely placed
in our skills to integrate all the risks facing an insurer’s balance
sheet and to provide a clear statement of the risks and
uncertainties for the Board. We need to state only the important
issues and leave the details for the tabled reports.”

Brett’s role in IAG is primarily focussed on the Internal Capital
Adequacy Assessment Process, introduced by APRA in 2013. He
regards his role as a second line of defence, and works in
conjunction with other general managers across the corporate
office. “It’s an attractive role for me as I look at risk across the
whole organisation, and the business implications of those
risks.”

Brett Ward also noted that his role involved leadership of the
actuarial community within IAG: “As AA I need to bring
leadership in all directions: the development of actuarial talent,
to my peers in managing risk, to the chief risk officer, and to the
board”.

Hoa Bui – Life InsurHoa Bui – Life Insuranceance

Other AAs work as external consultants to insurers. Hoa Bui, a
partner at KPMG, has held AA role internally and externally for a
number of insurers of various sizes. “The Life Appointed Actuary
has a long list of technical duties which are in addition to the
core and have been added to their duties over time. This review
may be an opportunity to review whether these are all necessary
for the AA to perform.”

“I think AAs add the most value when they are able to effectively
delegate the technical duties to an internal actuarial team, and
then take a peer review role to provide challenge to the team.
This allows me to provide strategic advice to management and
the board”. She notes that this model depends on the internal
actuarial team being well resourced, with the capacity and
capability to carry out the duties: “it requires an effective
delegation and quality control framework”.
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Hoa goes on to say, “In Life Insurance, the AA brings a unique
perspective on three key areas: policy liabilities, capital and
insurance risk management including pricing. It is important to
consider this when reviewing the AA role”.

Hoa is most concerned about the lack of interest in younger
actuaries in taking up AA roles. “The increasing compliance
aspects of the role are not attractive to younger actuaries, and
we need to change that collectively. I think if the AA roles were
focussed on these core competencies, then the role would
become much more attractive and interesting.”

Jamie Reid – Health InsurJamie Reid – Health Insuranceance

As an external AA for health insurers, Jamie Reid of Finity noted
that the UK does not have AA roles for general and health
insurers. “So my time in the UK was mainly spent calculating just
how much money an insurer had lost after a disastrous event. It
was exciting, interesting and lucrative work, but it did little to
make a robust industry. In Australia, legislation requires health
insurance AAs to be involved in a number of ‘notifiable
circumstances’, and so we can hopefully avoid the disastrous
events. For example, I recently received a call from the CEO of
one of my clients asking me about the potential impact of a new
advertising campaign. The CEO recognised that I had a different,
more objective perspective, to give on the issue.”

Cross prCross practice commitactice committeetee

The Actuaries Institute’s cross practice committee on the role of
the Appointed Actuary was challenged by having to define the
AA role across the three very different practice areas. Estelle
Pearson, current president of the Institute, outlines the draft
statement: “The purpose of the AA role is to give expert and
objective advice to the Board and senior management regarding
the most important aspects of the current and future financial
condition of the insurer and to provide their expert insights on
risk. The statutory nature of the role ensures that Boards and
senior management of all insurance companies receive a
minimum level of actuarial advice.

“In the draft statement, which will be put to consultation to
members, we also say that designating the AA role as first or
second line of defence limits the effectiveness and value of the
role, and instead we advocate that the individual circumstances
or particular nature of the insurer must be taken into account.”

Ian Laughlin notes that in describing the role of actuaries, “There
are words that probably most of us can relate to: objective
advice, expert opinion and professional support. Nobody would
argue with those, I don’t think. But there are some other words
we need to think about, and it’s important to think about these
when we’re considering where the role of the actuary fits in the
hierarchy, and where it fits in terms of the three lines of defence
… One of the important principles is that if you’re going to give
objective advice, you don’t want to be conflicted in giving that
advice. If you’re going to be professional, then you don’t want to
be incentivised in any way that could compromise your

professionalism. And lastly, if the role is called Appointed
Actuary, and that’s what it’s called in the legislation, then it
shouldn’t come as a great surprise that that’s the way the rest of
the world looks at it.”

“From APRA’s perspective, there’s a need for change … We need
to think in terms of outcomes for the industry and outcomes for
the profession … What we want is a really good, strong, robust
life insurance, general insurance and health insurance industry
and we want the Appointed Actuary to be a major contributor to
that outcome.”

Sowing the seedSowing the seed

Andrew Matthews, Chief Actuary at Medibank asked the final
question, “What seed might we plant to grow the future of AA
roles?”

The panel, Estelle Pearson, Jamie Reid, Brett Ward, Hoa Bui and
Ian Laughlin all agreed that this discussion had been a good
starting point.
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Highlights of Gala Dinner and Day Two at the
Actuaries Summit
By Actuaries Institute (Actuariesmag@actuaries.asn.au)

Delegates enjoyed a three-course dinner around tables of neon
light at last night’s Gala Dinner. Acrobats dropped from the
ceiling, clad in red lycra, showing core strength some can only
dream of. President Estelle Pearson welcomed delegates to
Peninsula A in Docklands for a well deserved night of
entertainment and culinary delights.

Robotic performers on stilts walked among crowds of actuaries
before performers took to the stage swinging coloured lights in a
mesmerising robo-dance routine. Estelle and CEO David Bell thanked the Summit’s sponsors during a certificate presentation.

The band finally took over the stage and delegates warmed to
the dance floor to cap off a wonderful Day One of #ActSum
2015.

Up early for Day Two, delegates gathered for Plenary Four ‘More
than an Actuary’ to hear about the career highs, lows and
lessons of three distinguished speakers. Fred Rowley, President
of the International Actuarial Association and current Chief
Actuary of TAL Life Ltd. told the audience that “opportunity
comes to the one who is prepared”. If he had had known the
financial condition of London Life, Fred said he would not have
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applied for the role there. “But it’s how you react to what fate
does to you that can teach you an enormous amount,” he said,
reflecting on skills he gained from structuring and restructuring
the company.

Fred said he decided to stay in Australia because of a mentor he
had acquired and he stressed the importance of giving back to
younger members of the profession. “Wherever money meets
mathematics you should have an actuary and there are lots of
opportunities for young actuaries…especially in risk and the
new dimension of data analytics…the challenge is getting them
to think of themselves as actuaries,” he said.

Trevor Matthews, a qualified Actuary and now Non-Executive
Director of AMP Limited, Bupa Australia and New Zealand,
among other entities, spoke about the importance of curiosity
and looking to bring good ideas from around the world back into
your business. He spoke of his devastation at not being granted
a Chief Actuary role at age 27, before the benefit of hindsight
that proved it to be one of the greatest lessons in his career. In
moments of inevitable career disappointment, like a surprise
redundancy or failed shot at promotion, the panel advised “don’t
panic”, ask yourself “what’s the next solid piece of work I can do”
and wait to get home to cry.

General Manager, Superannuation at BT Financial Group,
Melinda Howes encouraged delegates to view their career as a
marathon not a sprint, don’t be afraid to market their “broadly
applicable” skills, and consider bold career moves (which might
mean less renumeration) in order to shape the type of work they
do. Melinda also encouraged the profession, through its
Institute, to be a voice on public policy issues especially the “cold
war” on superannuation.

“Super is going through a massive dislocation at moment and in
the next five years there will be only some funds that survive.
The profession is one of the few stakeholders that can have this
debate in light of true and disinterested information,” said
Melinda.

Delegates broke for morning tea before spreading out to
different concurrent sessions. Ernst & Young actuaries Julia
Lessing and Abigail Marwick gave a fascinating presentation on
how actuarial skills are providing analysis and insight to help
child protection services – a timely discussion in light of the 2015
Federal Budget announcement to invest $20.7million in actuarial
modelling to investigate and improve welfare dependency rates.
Others heard about life insurance products of the future and
alternate funding solutions for the industry; how to make group
self-annuitisation a popular retirement product; and actuarial
approaches to a sustainable tax system.

The next concurrent featured another reflection on retirement
income with Nicolette Rubinsztein and Steve Nagle presenting
‘The Optimal Solution to the Retirement Riddle’. The important
question ‘Does Consumer Behaviour give insight for predictions’

was also asked and other delegates heard the latest on Global
insurance Capital Standards and lessons from the UK on deriving
education and advice to super members.

Delegates had a busy afternoon yesterday, attending concurrent
sessions including ‘Solutions for Post-Retirement’ and ‘The Life
Reinsurer of the Future’. Senior Mercer partner David Knox
outlined the risks and benefits of longevity pooling for both
retirees and super funds while Melinda Howes described a
public largely ‘disengaged’ with superannuation.

Young Goh took to the microphone again, this time to explore
the ‘Life Product of the Future’ while Simone Leas and Greg
Martin led a discussion on risk management. After the
changeover, delegates had the opportunity to hear tips on how
to become an actuarial thought leader from Martin Mulcare.
Ignatius Li and Nicole Stransky painted a detailed picture of ‘A
Day in the Life of a Health Actuary’ while Dr Bill Monday and
Graham Kelly shared the latest on medical advances that are
having an impact on trauma insurance. ‘Driving Business
Strategy with Retail Analytics’ was another popular session with
young actuaries in particular showing interest in the potential of
‘big data’ to drive new business.

Professor Christopher Parish kicked off the final Plenary with a
fascinating reflection on mortality rates throughout time. An
immunologist and cancer biologist with a research career
spanning 40 years, Chris focused on emerging cancer therapies
in his presentation. One in three Australians currently develop
cancer in their lifetime and the genetic instability of cancer cells
make treatment problematic: one in four die from the disease.
The audience heard about devious invasion methods of tumour
cells and the power of heparanase inhibitor to stop cancers
metastasising.

Just how far can data go to dictate commercial decisions? This
important question, for actuaries and boardrooms alike, was
addressed by Tim Trumper, advisor to the Quantium Board of
Directors. Tim intrigued the audience by suggesting that the
dawn of ‘big data’ could well be more significant than the
internet itself, and that we are nearer to the beginning of data
and analytics than to the end. Large scale disruption is affecting
the media, insurance and other industries, largely driven by
data. Companies are yet to embrace this shift which Tim said is
expected to create hundreds of thousands of new jobs where
mathematic and actuarial skills are highly sought after. Tim
defined strategy as knowing “where to compete and how to win”,
emphasising that the information now available to realise this is
vastly different.

Facilitator Annabel Crabb thanked all Plenary and Concurrent
speakers before signing off a hugely insightful and successful
2015 Actuaries Summit. Estelle Pearson took the stage to
officially close the Summit and invite delegates to stay in touch
via the Institute’s various networking, Insights sessions and
educational events.
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If you attended the Summit, please don’t forget to tell us about
your experience.

All papers and presentations are now available. Catch-up on all
Summit highlights through our videos, photo gallery and
commentary on Twitter via #ActSum and @ActuariesInst.

Thanks to the Organising Committee, Annabel Crabb (facilitator),
the presenters, the chairs, the delegates and the Institute’s
Events team for their contribution to a fantastic Summit. Sincere
thanks to our sponsors and supporting partners.

See you in two years time for the next Actuaries Summit. In the
meantime, continue to take the lead by attending an upcoming
event.
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Highlights of Day One at the Actuaries Summit
By Actuaries Institute (Actuariesmag@actuaries.asn.au)

The Actuaries Summit kicked off with drinks and canapes at the
Welcome Cocktail Party on Sunday night.

President Estelle Pearson

President Estelle Pearson welcomed 450 delegates from around
the world yesterday at this year’s Actuaries Summit, as Plenary
One kicked off at 8.30am. Facilitator Annabel Crabb begged for
“mercy on my data” from actuaries who she mused will soon
take over the world with their analytical minds.

From there, Keynote Speaker Air Vice Marshall Margaret Staib,
CEO of AirServices Australia, was welcomed to the stage to
provide fascinating insight into the importance of courage and

innovation in organisations. “Air traffic control movements in
Australia are predicted to more than double in the next 30
years,” said Staib, encouraging employees to challenge existing
systems and innovate for the future by talking about what the
imperative is to change. Staib detailed AirServices Australia’s
‘One Sky’ plan to harmonise civil and military airspace and
systems to improve the safety and resilience by 2018.

Margaret Staib and Annabel Crabb

Plenary 2 commenced after morning tea, where delegates were
treated to a post-Budget economic and market outlook by Chief
Economist for BT Financial Group, Chris Caton. Comparing the
2015 Federal Budget to previous years, Caton praised the small
business initiative as the best thing in a non-eventful package.
Caton highlighted the importance of domestic investors to rapid
property price hikes, especially in the Sydney “bubble”, and
reflected on both the significance of the mining boom, and
Chinese growth, to the Australian economy.

Professor of International Security at the University of New
South Wales, Alan Dupont, next took a broad look at
characteristics of the new ‘emerging world order’ in which
economic, financial and military power is shifting decisively from
the Atlantic to the Indo-Pacific.
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A key characteristic of this new order, Alan said, is the
emergence of trans-national non-military challenges to stability
such as climate change, cyber attacks, and unregulated
population movement. Alan shared insight into China’s moves to
militarise the South China Sea Islands and the enormous
implications this has for regional stability. “Balancing our
relations with major trading partner, China, and major ally, the
US, is becoming more demanding and challenging,” said Alan.
Audiences were confronted by challenges of the multipolar
world but energised by the opportunity to develop risk based
tools and strategies to provide superior foresight and societal
resilience.

Plenary 2

Next up, Concurrent One offered insights from the latest
development in insurance international capital standards to
sustainable pricing strategies for group risk business, and the
place of insurance in the future of Australian drought policy. A
presentation on the changing nature of participation in
Australian health insurance called for a multifaceted response to
consumer engagement challenges tied up with continued ageing
of the population. Barry Rafe took audiences through the latest
thinking on ‘Obesity and the Longevity Myth’ which challenges
the notion that there is a direct correlation between obesity and
mortality risk. The audience discussed the protective aspects of
older people and sick people being overweight, and the fact that
people with a ‘normal’ BMI may live more active and dangerous
lives. “It seems fitness is a better predictor of mortality than
BMI,” said Barry, adding that more must be done to collect and
analyse the data before a clear message can emerge on this
question.

Delegates enjoyed a delicious lunch before convening for
Concurrent Two, which featured sessions on disability insurance,
life insurers and risks in the property market also provoked
stimulating discussion. Michael Rice and Alun Stevens from Rice
Warner explored means to maximise retirement income, fielding
journalist questions on this topical subject, in light of recent
changes to the Age Pension. Deloitte partner and prolific tweeter
Stephen Huppert spoke about the impact of the ‘sharing
economy’ on general, health and life insurance, as well as
consumer expectations. With life and health insurers now linking
premium discounts to ‘fitbit’ wearables, and general insurers
encouraging customers to turn on telematics, Stephen
emphasised delegates to be conscious of disruptors which have
the capacity to grow at ‘unbelievable speeds’.

One of the many concurrent sessions

Plenary 3 took the theme ‘Raw Insights on Public Policy’ and
explored the question of how actuaries can get involved in the
formation of public policy and to what extent they should do so.
“You actuaries understand a lot of stuff that other people don’t
because of your specific training and skillset. I think you
overestimate the extent to which public servants have that
knowledge,” said Professor Rodney Maddock. “If you hide your
light we can’t have a robust debate where sensible decisions can
take place among policy makers,” said Maddock. Institute CEO
David Bell gave an overview of the Institute’s public policy work
and welcomed the insights of those on the Plenary panel. ANZ
BlueNotes editor and award-winning journalist Andrew Cornell
next described the new media landscape where audiences are
more segmented and difficult to engage long-term. “A lot of
effort goes into producing compelling content…you need to be
prepared to disseminate it in different ways to expand it’s reach
and give it a longer ‘shelf life’” he urged. Continuing along this
line of thought, ASFA Chief Policy Officer Glen MCrea
emphasised that public policy is a long-term game that should
be focused on developing relationships with key decision-
makers. Finally, Principal at Finity Consulting, Geoff Atkins,
praised the capacity of actuaries to contribute to sound public
policy debate and influence important reforms to Australia’s
financial system.

Papers and presentations from Day One are available now.
Catch-up on all of the highlights with our Day One Video
and photos can be viewed in our photos gallery.

Highlights from the Gala Dinner and Day two up next.
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It’s official – being an actuary is the best job!
By Estelle Pearson ()

It was pleasing to see that a recent survey from a US job-search
site identified Actuary as the number 1 best career option for
2015 listing a good hiring outlook, excellent pay and decent job
satisfaction as the key reasons for this ranking (although noting
that the requirement of being into maths might mean that this is
not the career option for everyone).

Of course the actuary in me wants to understand the full
methodology applied before becoming too excited about the
result and since “safety” and “stress” were two of the criteria it
might not be a surprise that photojournalism, broadcasting and
the military featured in the 10 worst jobs list.

What was interesting though was that the best 10 jobs list also
included mathematician (number 3), statistician (number 4) and
data scientist (number 6) as well as software engineer (number
8) and computer systems analyst (number 10). The message is
loud and clear about the importance of technology, numeracy
and analytic skills in a world where businesses are seeking to
create competitive advantage through data-driven decision-
making.

All of which makes me feel very comfortable that the Actuaries
Institute strategic goal of extending the reach of actuaries within
the data analytics sector is spot-on. Data analytics or big data
sessions have been some of the best attended sessions at events
run by the Actuaries Institute. Our recent call for volunteers to
be part of a Data Analytics Working Group to help articulate our
ambition in this sector and identify priority steps for the
Institute was over-subscribed and we had to select less than half
of those who volunteered. We have now had the first meeting of
this new Group which will be meeting on a monthly basis and
which has set itself an initial task of articulating where the
actuarial competitive advantage sits in the data space. I like the
Venn diagram that has been doing the rounds for some time
with its three overlapping circles which can be thought of as
representing computer science, statistical modelling and domain
expertise. Where these three circles overlap – the creation and
identification of new insights to drive business decisions – is the
“sweet spot” where an extension to the traditional actuarial
skillset and training might place the profession in a unique
position.

Jenny Lyon, the Vice President and one of the Council members
sponsoring this strategic initiative, also attended the first
meeting. She talked about the gap in the data space for an
“informed sceptic” identified by a speaker at a recent AICD
course she attended. Could this be the hole filled by the
actuarial profession?

The opportunity for the actuarial profession in the data space is
not a conversation going on only in Australia. At the recent
International Actuarial Association meeting held in Zurich –
attended by members of the Actuaries Institute’s International
Council Committee as well as CEO David Bell – a proposed new
minimum actuarial education syllabus was put forward. This
includes a section on “Data and Systems” aimed at providing the
foundation stones for future actuaries wanting to work in the
data space. We will of course be providing feedback and
suggestions on the proposed minimum syllabus through the
existing Practice Committees as well as the new Data Analytics
Working Group. Our discussions with other Associations at
Zurich identified the French as probably being most advanced in
offering CPD in data analytics through partnerships with
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universities. Other Associations are either offering some CPD
especially around statistical modelling techniques or trying to
identify what to offer and there is clearly the opportunity for co-
operative relationships in this area which the Institute will
pursue.

The 10 best jobs list with its focus on numeracy also made me
reflect again on the falling numbers of high school students in
Australia enrolled in higher level mathematics and the
implications of this for Australia’s global competitiveness in the
identified growth areas. While the overall number of students
in NSW enrolled in the HSC has grown over the last decade the
number taking 2 unit or higher maths dropped by 3,500 while
the number enrolled in the higher level Extension 1 or 2 maths
dropped by 850. So the actuarial profession is competing with
other numeracy based professions and careers for an ever
shrinking pool of high school students.

Worryingly for gender diversity and wage disparity, female
students have dropped higher level maths at a faster rate than
their male counterparts; the proportion of female students
studying Extension 1 maths dropped from 42% to 40% across
the decade while the Extension 2 proportion dropped from 39%
to 36%. In the Australian actuarial profession women make up
around 40% of all members under 35. If girls keep dropping out
of higher level maths in high school will we be able to maintain
this proportion? It is (certainly in my view) important for the
health and vibrancy of any profession to encourage as much
diversity as possible.

On another numbers related topic the Actuaries Institute AGM
was held on 30 April where the financial statements were
presented to members for questions and comment. Lindsay
Smartt, the Senior Vice President prepared a supplementary
note providing more detail about the finances and this was
circulated to all members prior to the AGM. For me the key
numbers are –

• the Institute made a loss in 2014 of around $1million which
was $100,000 higher than the budgeted loss for the year
approved by Council in light of the size of capital reserves and
a number of projects planned for the year

• we are budgeting a lower loss of $380,000 for 2015 due to
increased revenue from the bi-annual Summit and a
reduction in expenditure

• we are looking at how budget neutrality can be achieved in
2016 while still progressing our strategic goals.

Following the AGM, David Bell and I presented the strategic
plan. With a record number of 60 members present at the event
(in person and via webinar) there was plenty of very positive
discussion, questions and suggestions about the plan. If you
could not attend the AGM but have questions on the finances or
the strategic plan please contact me at
president@actuaries.asn.au
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Budget 2015 does little to quell age pension
uncertainty
By Michael Rice (michael.rice@ricewarner.com)

The lead up to last night’The lead up to last night’ss
FFederederal Budget carriedal Budget carried
industry expectations of aindustry expectations of a
government delivering a far-government delivering a far-
sighted pension policysighted pension policy
barricade against thebarricade against the
turbulence of short-termism.turbulence of short-termism.
However, hopes for aHowever, hopes for a
comprehensive package tocomprehensive package to
stabilise Astabilise Austrustralia’alia’s pensions pension
system were not met. Whatsystem were not met. What
we got instead was a smallwe got instead was a small
step in the right direction.step in the right direction.
Michael Rice was in CanberrMichael Rice was in Canberraa
on Budget night, and filed thison Budget night, and filed this
blog.blog.
Addressing the DeficitAddressing the Deficit

Three years ago, Rice Warner proposed a solution which
included abolition of the part Age Pension. We believe retirees
should spend their own money first and then receive a full Age
Pension.

Last year’s 2014/15 Federal Budget, the first by Treasurer
Hockey, attempted to curb Australia’s ballooning deficit.
However, many of the changes were unpopular and were
prevented by a hostile Senate. Consequently, the deficit
continues to grow.

One item under attack was the Age Pension. This is an
expensive welfare benefit, worth more than $800,000 to a 65
year old couple who draw a full pension throughout their lives.
The costs are growing as more of the baby boomers retire.

The significant change set out in last year’s Budget was a change
in the indexation on the Age Pension. Currently, this benefit is
linked to wages which allows pensioners to share in the growth
of the economy. The proposal was to change indexation to
prices which grow at a lower rate than wages over time. That
would only have saved $449 million over five years, but much
more in later years.

A change to CPI indexing would lead to a significant reduction in
value for the Age Pension. This may not be a big issue for those
already retired, as their income will tend to keep up with their
expenditure. But it will have a significant effect on new retirees
in the future who will be faced with a pension significantly lower
than their earnings prior to retirement. Indexation also hurts
poorer pensioners more as they have few other assets.

The Senate blocked this proposed indexation change so Scott
Morrison, the Minister for Social Services, last week announced
changes to the tapering of assets on the means test. This
change, saving $2.4 billion over four years, has curbed growth in
Age Pension payments which remain at $41 billion growing to
$50 billion over four years.

The changes will reduce Age Pensions for about 235,000 retirees
and a further 91,000 will no longer qualify for any pension.
Conversely, about 170,000 poorer pensioners will receive an
increase averaging $30 a week and a further 50,000 part
pensioners will move to a full pension.

In order to minimise an adverse electoral outcome from the
326,000 retirees losing income, the changes have been deferred
until January 2017, a few months after the next election.

Further, the 91,000 who lose a benefit will keep their
subsidised Health Cards which introduces another area of
inequity!

Part PensionersPart Pensioners
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As members build larger superannuation accounts, they retire
with higher benefits and more will become subject to the means
tests. For those aged 65 to 75, the active period of retirement,
the number of part pensioners has grown from 28.6% to 30.2%
over the seven years since the generous Costello changes to
superannuation.

Some of this change comes from people now receiving part
pensions rather than full pensions due to higher super balances
of recent retirees. The change in the composition of pensions
since the Costello tax changes is shown in the table 1 ‘Age
Pensioners 2007 vs 2014’ (PDF attached).

Graph 1 ‘Population receiving part pensions 2007 vs 2014’ (PDF
attached) shows the growth in part pensioners, which will lead
to a growing cohort of disillusioned retirees in time.

Impact of changeImpact of change

This change is progressive as we need to encourage self-
sufficiency in retirement. It only appears to be unfair compared
to the previous regime which was too generous. However, the
timing is poor. We know that there are areas of inequity in
superannuation but the government will not address these in
this term. So, these pensioners are the only people in the
retirement system being asked to make a sacrifice at this time.

They do so when the rates on term deposits have more than
halved in the last four years. A single retiree with assets of
$547,000 could now move from a part pension of $10,000 to
nothing. If they earned 5% on their term deposit last year and
3% now, their total income will have fallen from $37,350 to
$16,410. This will force them to use the capital on their pension
account – so, eventually they will get a part pension again.
However, the sudden shock on income will be difficult to
stomach.

Radical changeRadical change

We have a major problem with our unique means-tested Age
Pension.

Three years ago, Rice Warner proposed a solution which
included abolition of the part Age Pension. We believe retirees
should spend their own money first and then receive a full Age
Pension. We would allow an exempt amount of assets (say
$400,000 for a couple) and would also count the value of the
family home above a threshold (say, $1.5 million today).

People would then apply for a pension when they had
insufficient funds to be self-reliant. Of course, this approach
would show that the Age Pension is welfare and not an
entitlement – and that may not be the view of the broader
population.

This article originally appeared on Rice Warner’s Insights Blog.
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Hot from the Budget lockup
By Elayne Grace (elayne.grace@actuaries.asn.au) and Michael Rice (michael.rice@ricewarner.com)

After attending Budget lock-up, actuaries Elayne Grace and
Michael Rice take an in-depth look at the 2015-16 Federal
Budget and the issues of most interest to actuaries.

This Members’ Budget Update is a general summary that has
been prepared for your information. We have attempted to
balance the need for speed with providing you the most
appropriate level of detail. There were not a lot of changes of
significant interest in the 2015-16 Budget that had not been pre-
announced. The issues that may be of most interest to actuaries
are detailed below.

Overall Economy
The Australian economy is entering its 25th year of economic
expansion and is forecast to strengthen over the next few years.
Below are some forecasts for the major economic parameters,
many of which would seem challenging.

• Real GDP is forecast to grow by 2.75% in 2015-16, before
increasing to grow at 3.25 % in 2016-17 and 3.5% in 2018-19.

• Consumer Price Index is forecast to grow to 2.5% in 2015 – 16
, staying at that level to 2018-19.

• Wage price index is expected to move from 2.5% in 2015-16
to 3.25% in 2018-19.

• The unemployment rate is forecast to peak in 2015-16 at
around 6.5% and then decline to 5.75% in 2018-19.

The underlying Budget deficit is expected to be $35.1 billion in
2015-16 (2.1% of GDP), reducing to $6.9 billion (0.4% of GDP) in
2018-19. Last year the Budget deficit was projected to $29.8
billion in 2015-2016. Net debt is estimated to be $285.8 billion in
2015-16 (17.3% of GDP) and projected to increase to $325.4
billion in 2018-19 (16.8% of GDP).

Over the next three years the growth from mining contribution
is expected to decrease from 45% to 16% of revenue. Forecast
tax receipts have been downgraded by $52 billion over the four
years to 2017-18 since the 2014-15 Budget, driven by a near
halving of the iron ore price and persistently low wage growth.

Total revenue for 2015-16 is expected to be $405.4 billion, an
increase of 5.5% on estimated revenue in 2014-15. Total
expenses for 2015-16 are expected to be $434.5 billion, an

increase of 3.4% on estimated expenses in 2014-15. Detailed
splits of revenues and expenses are included below.
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Social security and welfare expenses are projected to grow by
more than $18 billion from 2015-16 to 2018 – 19. The key factor
of growth is the implementation of the National Disability
Insurance scheme. Other factors driving growth include age,
disability and carer payments and an increase in expenses
associated with home care, home support, and residential and
flexible aged care programmes, with demographic factors
resulting in an increase in the number of people receiving these
payments.

A number of major health programs will continue to see
expenditure growth in real terms, including the MBS, the Private
Health Insurance Rebate and payments to the states and
territories for public hospital services. Spending on health is
influenced by “population growth and to some extent by the
ageing of the population together with developments in health
technology and the resulting use of new products and services”.

Key Areas of Interest to
Actuaries

SuperSuperannuationannuation

Buried in the Budget Papers is the statement that there are no
detrimental superannuation taxation measures in this Budget.
This was a pre-election promise which has been maintained
despite the deteriorating fiscal position of our national accounts,
despite recommendations for change listed by the Financial
System Inquiry and despite admissions by all that the current
system is inequitable and often unfair.

It is clear that the government will use the forthcoming review of
taxation to evaluate what changes need to be made.

Meanwhile, superannuation tax receipts are expected to grow
strongly next year (2015/16FY). Large superannuation funds will
commence PAYG instalments and the government expects
continued recovery in capital gains taxes following recent
growth in all real assets.

Superannuation fund taxes are expected to grow from $6.1
billion in this financial year (2014/15) to $9.2 billion next year
and to $11.8 billion in 2018/2019. This is strong growth and
appears to rely on higher wages, voluntary contributions and the
move to monthly pay as you go instalments for large
superannuation funds. In practice, continued movement of
superannuation into tax-free pensions (particularly transition to
retirement) will likely dampen this growth.

Superannuation members who are terminally ill can seek early
release of their benefit. The definition of terminally ill has been
extended to 24 months from 12 months (as certified by two
doctors).

AAge Pensionsge Pensions

In the last Budget, the government wanted to change the
indexation of the Age Pension from wages to prices. This was
unpopular and did not proceed after the Senate blocked it.

Consequently, the government have tried another strategy. The
assets test on the Age Pension has been modified with effect
from January 2017 as announced by the Minister for Social
Services (Scott Morrison) last week.

The changes will reduce Age Pensions for about 235,000 retirees
and a further 91,000 will no longer qualify for any pension.
Conversely, about 170,000 poorer pensioners will receive an
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increase averaging $30 a week and a further 50,000 part
pensioners will move to a full pension.

In the last Budget, Age Pension payments were expected to grow
from $41 billion to $50 billion over 4 years. These figures have
not changed but growth would have gone up had these changes
not occurred. The government is now saving $2.4 billion over the
next 4 years from the change in means tests.

Those who no longer receive a pension will stay eligible for a
Commonwealth Seniors Health Card or Health Care Card.

Unfunded liabilitiesUnfunded liabilities

Despite the closure of most government defined benefit funds,
the unfunded liabilities in respect of Federal public servants
continue to grow. The value has grown from $167 billion in
2014-15 to $174 billion in 2015-16 with estimates of $194 billion
in 2018-19. This value has grown mainly as a result of a reduced
discount rate which is linked to the long-term government bond
rate.

Disability Support PensionDisability Support Pension

Expenses for the Disability Support Pension are estimated to
decrease by 0.5% in real terms from 2014-15 to 2015-16 due to
lower than expected growth in DSP recipient numbers. The
slower growth in DSP recipient numbers is underpinned by the
ongoing impact of the revised DSP impairment tables and
revised assessment process. Expenses are expected to grow by
1.4% in real terms from 2015-16 to 2018-19 primarily due to
increases in payment rates.

National Disability InsurNational Disability Insuranceance
SchemeScheme

National Disability Insurance scheme costs are expected to
increase from $1,079 m in 2015-16 to $11,785m in 2017-18 and
$19,202m in 2018-19.

HealthHealth

From 1 January 2016 the ‘ No Jab, No Pay’ rule will remove all
exemptions, excluding those for medical reasons , for access to
child care payments and Family Tax Benefit Part A end of year
supplement.

The government will establish a taskforce to review Medicare
Benefits Schedule (MBS) items over the next two years to
“improve the sustainability of Medicare into the future and
ensure patients receive high quality and cost effective medical
services.”

The government will provide distributions of $10 million in
2015-16 from the Medical Research Future Fund, with more than
$400 million expected to be provided to researchers over the
next four years.

GenerGeneral Insural Insuranceance

There are natural Disaster Relief and Recovery arrangements
(NDRRA) payments included for 2015-2017 of $33m and $5m.
These amounts reflect an estimate for expenses being recorded
in the year in which the disaster occurs rather than when
payments are made to State or Territory governments in relation
to Australian Government financial obligations under the

NDRRA. The estimates do not include the recent NSW storms nor
any future disaster provision.

We did not observe any mitigation funding projects in the
budget summary.

InvestmentInvestment

The government will establish a $5 billion Northern Australian
Infrastructure Facility that will be available for major
infrastructure projects like ports, railways, pipelines and
electricity generation. Major work has commenced on the $3
billion Northconnex project. Other projects include Queensland,
South Australia, WA, NT and Tasmania.

Data AnalyticsData Analytics

There will be an investment of $60 million to kickstart the
Welfare Payment Infrastructure Transformation to upgrade the
Department of Human Services (DHS) information technology to
meet the demands of today’s digital world.

The Government will invest $485 million to improve the
electronic health record system for all Australians.

Other kOther key initiativesey initiatives

• A Multinational Anti- Avoidance lawA Multinational Anti- Avoidance law to ensure that foreign
businesses cannot escape the Australian tax net using
contrived arrangements

• Small BusinessSmall Business with annual turnover below $2 million will
benefit from having their company tax rate cut to 28.5% and
be able to get an immediate tax deduction for a wide range of
business assets.

Discussion on scenario analysis and statement of risks is
included in Statement 7 and statement 8 of Budget strategy and
outlook Budget Paper No. 1.

This general summary has been prepared for information only.
It was disseminated to members of the Insititute on the night
the Budget was delivered. Please refer to the Budget papers for
details in relation to specific issues.
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Obesity and the Longevity Myth – Summit
Preview
By Barry Rafe ()

Could being slightly overweight actually improve your health andCould being slightly overweight actually improve your health and
medical outcomes? Actuary Barry Rafe digs into the data andmedical outcomes? Actuary Barry Rafe digs into the data and
recent mortality research to uncover fascinating insights into therecent mortality research to uncover fascinating insights into the
‘‘obesity epidemicobesity epidemic’.’.

There has been much recent publicity about the so called
‘obesity epidemic’. The message we hear is generally that the
fatter we are the worse are the health outcomes. Measures of
obesity attempt to measure body fat. All measures of body fat
have their drawbacks. This paper refers primarily to the Body
Mass Index (BMI). The BMI index is the persons weight in
Kilograms divided by the square of their height in metres. The
various BMI categories are arbitrary based on relative levels of
BMI of a population between 1971 to 1974. Whilst the measure
has a number of biases it is considered the most robust
measure and there is significant available data categorised by
BMI.

The proportion of Australians overweight or obese by the BMI
measure has increased from around 35% in 1990 to around 63%
in 2012 and there is little prospect that this trend will reverse.
Suggestions are that 90% of humans are predisposed i.e.
genetically, to being obese (Obesity Australia 2014). The ready
availability of high-calorie processed foods and our sedentary
lifestyle has meant that obesity is becoming the norm.

There does appear to be a link between increasing mortality and
obesity. At high levels of obesity there appears to be a significant
deterioration in life expectancy and health. There are however
no clear conclusions as to cause and effect of potential worse
health outcomes. In fact, recent research is indicating that
people who are marginally overweight have better health
outcomes than normal or underweight people. Further, being
overweight or obese tends to improve medical outcomes for
some conditions.

A recent US study concluded that (National Research Council
2011):

• Being in the overweight category [ie the BMI overweight
category as compared to the obese categories] does not
increase mortality risk

• Each increase of 5 units of BMI above 30 increases the
mortality by 30%

• BMI has its largest risk for adults under age 50 and decreases
for each year after age 50

• Older adults are at greater risk of dying if they are at the
extreme of BMI scales

The difficulty in drawing too many conclusions from aggregate
data is that there is significant underlying heterogeneity in the
data between BMI categories. The following list illustrates some
other underlying factors that may be confounding the
conclusions. Some of these factors do have statistical
foundations but others are surmised to demonstrate the
potential broad range of influences that could exist.

• People in last stages of cancer or generally in poor health do
also tend to be underweight.

• People of normal weight may participate in higher risk
pursuits than overweight or obese people for example
cycling, open water swimming, motorsports or other high
performing athletes who may take higher risks than the
population average.

• Overweight or obese old people are more likely to be the
survivors of overweight and obese younger people; there is
therefore a survival bias.

• Overweight people who are very sick or have accidents may
have more body reserves to survive trauma.

An important conclusion from the research is that the level of
physical activity of a person seems to be a very good predictor of
life expectancy, potentially a better predictor than BMI.

Public policy needs to be informed by the facts. For anybody
interested in attempting to predict mortality or morbidity it is
clear that BMI may not be an effective rating factor other than at
the extremes. Further, in developing public policy initiatives to
tackle the so called ‘obesity epidemic’ the focus may be best
placed on preventing obesity at younger ages, whilst promoting
increased physical activity at all ages.
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This is an excerpt from Barry Rafe’s full paper: Obesity and the
Longevity Myth which will be presented at the 2015 Actuaries
Summit. The Summit takes place from 17-19 May in Melbourne.
It will feature five plenary sessions and 56 concurrent sessions
on intergenerational issues, healthcare, insurance, wealth
management, and Australia’s place in the Asian Century,
providing new insights into traditional and emerging areas of
actuarial practise.
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Annabel keeps actuaries on side
By Annabel Crabb ()

Political commentator Annabel CrPolitical commentator Annabel Crabb reflects on the importanceabb reflects on the importance
of numbers and keeping actuaries “sweetof numbers and keeping actuaries “sweet” amid the explosion of” amid the explosion of
Big Data and an ageing population.Big Data and an ageing population.

QQ. What. What’s your impression of actuaries?’s your impression of actuaries?

A.A. My impression of actuaries is that they are often people of
modest disposition who just happen to have these vast, teeming
and utterly fascinating reserves of knowledge.

“With Big Data exploding out of control, the actuaries are going
to become our overlords pretty soon now”

QQ. How do you feel about being in close pro. How do you feel about being in close proximity to 459ximity to 459
number crunching actuaries at the Summit next week?number crunching actuaries at the Summit next week?

A.A. I feel bloody great about it. I go to the odd conference here
and there but I’ve never had such an interesting, surprising time
as I had two years ago at the last Summit. I love freaky insights
and fascinating stats, and – let’s be honest – with Big Data
exploding out of control, the actuaries are going to become our
overlords pretty soon now. I’m not going to lie, part of the
reason I’m coming back is to keep ’em sweet.

QQ. What are you looking forward to about the Summit and what. What are you looking forward to about the Summit and what
do you think will be challenging?do you think will be challenging? Annabel Crabb will facilitate the 2015 Actuaries Summit from

17-19 May in Melbourne.

A.A. I think issues about managing health and ageing, and
retirement income, are extraordinarily important right now,
especially to my normal field of work which is federal politics. So
I’m looking forward to getting my head around that with some
expert assistance.

“I don’t think it’s possible to separate numbers from the human
element”

QQ. What has political reporting taught you about the importance. What has political reporting taught you about the importance
of numbers and mathematics?of numbers and mathematics?

A.A. Well, it’s taught me some pretty rudimentary arithmetic, yes –
in the sense that you can have the greatest ideas or intentions in
the world, but if the numbers aren’t there, it’s all pretty
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academic. In truth, though, I think that’s more a lesson about
advocacy and persuasion. I don’t think it’s possible to separate
numbers from the human element.

QQ. Who would you sug. Who would you suggest is the most ‘intelligentgest is the most ‘intelligent’ person you’ve’ person you’ve
ever interviewed and why?ever interviewed and why?

A.A. That’s a fascinating question, because I think definitions of
intelligence are elastic and mean different things to different
people. My favourite kind of brain is the nimble kind; able to
dart about and retrieve useful bits of information and insight at
will, inspiring and engaging with the joy of knowledge. I once
interviewed Boris Johnson for an hour and a half, and at the end
off the top of his head, he recited the first 50 lines of The Iliad.
In the original Greek. I loved that. Though obviously if asked this
question at the Summit I will say “Estelle Pearson” because I am
polite.

The upcoming “Take the Lead” Summit will feature five plenaryfive plenary
sessions and 56 concurrent sessionssessions and 56 concurrent sessions on intergenerational issues,
healthcare, insurance, wealth management, and Australia’s place
in the Asian Century, providing insights into traditional and
emerging areas of actuarial practise.
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Congratulations to the Winners of the 2014 Taylor
Fry General Insurance Seminar Silver Prize
By Katrina McFadyen (katrina.mcfadyen@actuaries.asn.au)

Winners of the 2014 Taylor Fry General Insurance Seminar Silver
Prize, Sharanjit Paddam, Jessica Egan and Jon Harwood receiving
their certificates from President Estelle Pearson (Andy Pitman
not pictured)

Andy Pitman

Jon Harwood, Sharanjit Paddam, Andy Pitman and Jessica Egan
have been awarded the 2014 Taylor Fry General Insurance
Seminar Silver Prize for their paper Can Actuaries Really AffordCan Actuaries Really Afford
to Ignore Climate Change?to Ignore Climate Change? The paper was presented at the
Actuaries Institute General Insurance Seminar held from 17 to18
November 2014 in Sydney.

The Silver Prize was awarded to their paper as it was considered
by the judging panel to have presented information about
climate change in such a way as to raise the awareness of the
profession regarding an important contemporary issue.

The independent judging panel included members from the
Institute’s Research Council Committee (RCC), the General
Insurance Practice Committee (GIPC) and one other participant
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on recommendation from the GIPC. All members of the judging
panel were independent of Taylor Fry. The recommendation
from the judging panel was approved by the RCC on 30 March
2015.

The Actuaries Institute congratulates Jon, Sharanjit, Andy and
Jessica on their achievement. We encourage you to have a read
of their paper and presentation or listen to their audio.

Your own thoughts on this contemporary issue are very
welcome.
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Discount rates for self-insured workers
compensation liabilities
By Arie van den Berg (Arie.vandenberg@treasury.qld.gov.au)

Arie van den Berg calls for discussion between the Actuaries
Institute and the accounting profession to develop a consistent
approach to discount rates for self-insured workers’
compensation liabilities.

Recently, the Actuaries Institute and the Group of 100 (which
represents senior finance executives from major private and
public sector organisations) commissioned research from
Milliman Australia into the discount rates used to discount
employee benefits under accounting standard AASB 119.
Milliman found that there was indeed a sufficiently observable,
deep and liquid market in high quality Australian corporate
bonds satisfying the requirements of AASB 119 (see sidebar).
Every quarter from 30 June 2015 onwards, Milliman will produce
a discount rate curve based on the corporate bond market,
which will be available on both the G100 website and Milliman’s
website.
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AASB 119,AASB 119, covering employee benefits, states:

The rate used to discount post-employment benefit
obligations (both funded and unfunded) shall be
determined by reference to market yields at the end of the
reporting period on high quality corporate bonds. In
countries where there is no deep market in such bonds, the
market yields (at the end of the reporting period) on
government bonds shall be used.

AASB 137AASB 137, covering provisions, including outstanding claims
for self-insured workers’ compensation liabilities, states:

The discount rate (or rates) shall be a pre-tax rate (or rates)
that reflect(s) current market assessments of the time value
of money and the risks specific to the liability. The discount
rate(s) shall not reflect risks for which future cash flow
estimates have been adjusted.

AASB 1023AASB 1023, covering general insurance contracts, states:

The outstanding claims liability shall be discounted for the
time value of money using risk-free discount rates that are
based on current observable, objective rates that relate to
the nature, structure and term of the future obligations.

Actuaries Institute Professional Standard PS 300Actuaries Institute Professional Standard PS 300, covering
valuations of general insurance claims, including liabilities
for self-insured workers’ compensation, states that:

Legislative and/or regulatory requirements may prescribe
whether Claim Payments are to be discounted. The Member
must consider the purpose of the valuation and document
whether the future Claim Payments are to be discounted.
Discount rates used must be based on the redemption
yields of a Replicating Portfolio as at the valuation date,
where reasonably practicable.

‘Replicating Portfolio’ means a notional portfolio of current,
observable, market-based, fixed-interest investments of
highest credit rating, which has the same payment profile
(including currency and term) as the relevant claim liability
being valued.

Since then, there has been commentary in the media that has
implied that companies might use the same discount rates for
self-insured workers’ compensation liabilities.

Self-insurers account for their workers’ compensation liabilities
under AASB 137, which differs from AASB 119. While nearly all
self-insurers have adopted risk-free discount rates based on
Commonwealth Government bond yields, differing
interpretations of AASB 137 have led to an inconsistency of
approaches, including some arguing for the adoption of a
discount rate reflecting the borrowing rate for the company.

The Actuaries Institute’s superannuation practice committee has
since confirmed that the discussions between the G100,
Actuaries Institute and accounting firms were limited to AASB
119, and the Actuaries Institute’s view is that the conclusions onand the Actuaries Institute’s view is that the conclusions on

AASB 119 should not be extrAASB 119 should not be extrapolated to other accountingapolated to other accounting
standards.standards. Further, the Milliman report includes clear
statements that the scope of the work only covers AASB 119.

Additionally, there are fundamental reasons why the discount
rate for self-insured workers’ compensation liabilities would
differ from employee benefits. These stem from the “risks
specific to the liability” as referred to by AASB 137.

Implicit in AASB 119’s (higher than risk-free) discount rate for
employee benefits is a small allowance for the possibility that
scheme liabilities won’t be met, either through benefits being
altered or, in the extreme, employer bankruptcy. Such an
allowance is not appropriate for self-insured workers’
compensation liabilities, where all stakeholders (workers,
employers, regulators) consider benefits to be payable with
certainty.

For example, while self-insurers have no ability to alter workers’
compensation benefits, superannuation Trust Deeds usually
have wind-up provisions that allow less than “promised” benefits
to be paid (often “equitable shares” of the remaining assets).
Also regulators in the superannuation space often explicitly
allow funds to run short of promised benefits for periods (even
up to 3 years) and generally to run quite close to minimum
levels, in contrast to workers’ compensation self-insurance
prudential regimes that, for example, require bank guarantees
independent of the existence of the employer, for amounts
materially greater than liability values.

Having clarified the treatment of AASB 119, there is an
opportunity here for actuaries and accountants to clarify the
discount rate used in AASB 137 to ensure a consistent approach
to both valuations and reporting by different entities. If one of
the purposes of accounting standards is to provide consistency
between reporting entities and across time, then the range of
possible interpretations of AASB 137 is problematic. The
Actuaries Institute will look to begin that discussion.
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How to Become an Actuarial Thought Leader -
Summit Preview
By Martin Mulcare (martin@etiam.com.au)

Leveraging the power of ideas to influence people is a skill
professionals can cultivate to help solve problems. Here, Martin
Mulcare previews his upcoming Actuaries Summit presentation
on how actuaries can develop their own thought leadership.

Thought leadership can be defined as “leveraging the power of
ideas to influence people in order to solve a problem”. In that
context, actuaries can make great thought leaders as they are
adept at developing ideas and they work in areas where there
are plenty of problems to solve – directly or indirectly.

My paper, being presented at the 2015 Summit, consists of two
main parts:

1. The steps involved in thought leadershipThe steps involved in thought leadership
2. Examples of actuaries who have applied thought leadership.Examples of actuaries who have applied thought leadership.

The first part discusses the practical application of the following
elements:

Identifying the right people to influence is a critical first step.
Selecting the right types of communication will impact the
degree of influence, together with the right message.

All solutions will face some opposition or objections so
understanding how to overcome them will be one of the success
factors. Another success factor will be enlisting the help of other
people, not just actuaries, to overcome the barriers.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect is the role of “intangible
factors”. These are the qualities that may help drive or enable a
successful thought leader and may include ppassion, courage,
confidence, persistence and optimism.

I have been privileged to be able to include 11 case studies from
actuaries who have been kind enough to share their own
experience of applying ideas to solve problems. The case studies
span timeframes from the 1980s to the present time. They also
encompass different practice areas and subject matter – some
that will be well known and others that will be less familiar. In
their own unique manner, I felt that each of the case studies
demonstrated:

• Belief in the value of their individual cause
• Ability to counter prevailing attitudes and behaviours
• Importance of support as no-one achieved their objective on

their own
• Something clever that they did to overcome at least one of

the barriers
• That there was no direct material benefit from their success

and yet all shared some degree of personal satisfaction with
their achievement.

I hope that the paper illustrates the reputation of an individual is
likely to be enhanced through thought leadership. The related
confidence, network and/or opportunities may then deliver
significant rewards.

I would also like to think that the reputation of the whole
profession will be enhanced if it comprises thought leaders who
are making a positive contribution to the world.
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The 2015 Actuaries Summit will take place from 17-19 May in
Melbourne. It will feature five plenary sessions and 56five plenary sessions and 56
concurrent sessionsconcurrent sessions on intergenerational issues, healthcare,
insurance, wealth management, and Australia’s place in the
Asian Century, providing new insights into traditional and
emerging areas of actuarial practise.
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Actuarial Hackathon
By Jennifer Lang (jennifer_h_lang@nab.com.au) and Zhan Wang ()

At NAB, we are entitled to two volunteer days of leave a year.
One day is supposed to be used by teams together, to find
something that is both team building and useful to the
community. Last year, we went to a school for disabled children,
and did some gardening and painting. This year, we decided it
would be great to use our actuarial skill set in a volunteer
capacity.

On Friday 13th February, we hosted an “actuarial hackathon”. If
you’re not familiar with the term, a “hackathon” is quite common
in the IT industry. They generally involve software engineers,
coders, and others with special skills coming together in intense
development sessions.

The aim of the day was to utilise our analytical skills to solve
problems for not-for profit organisations.

Thirty of us from NAB Wealth – both actuaries and data analysts
– were joined by representatives from four not-for-profit
organisations.

It was inspiring and insightful to see how the not-for-profit
organisations are helping people in our community, including:

• Social VSocial Ventures Austrentures Australiaalia: help to create better education and
employment outcomes for disadvantaged Australians

• Good Beginnings AustrGood Beginnings Australiaalia: provides support for a good
beginning for every child

• Lifeline AustrLifeline Australiaalia: provides 24/7 crisis support and suicide
prevention services

• Life Changing Experiences FoundationLife Changing Experiences Foundation: provides youth
support to Australia’s most marginalised girls.

We have also received data from a science researcher who is
studying the population of koalas in the Coffs Harbour area.

After a brief getting-to-know-each-other session, we split into
teams and started to combat the problems and challenges
facing these organisations. Since we are known for our
analytical expertise and as skilful users of spreadsheet and
databases, the problems we solved were mostly associated with
these aspects. Examples included:

Using the tools:Using the tools: how can we better link tools together, for
example, from databases to spreadsheets, to be more efficient
in our calculations? What is a better way to structure the tools
and/or the process? Can we use a macro instead of manual
work?

Koalas:Koalas: is the population of koalas in the Coffs Harbour area
really increasing over time? Is it that more koalas are seen over
the years, or people are forgetting they have seen koalas in the
past? What is the implication if the forgetfulness rate is 35%
p.a., compared to 24% p.a.?

A good beginning for children:A good beginning for children: how can we compare one
program to another, on achieving the outcomes to support
children being loved, safe, healthy and learning? What are the
likely financial implications, to the children and to our society, if
children have a higher chance of finishing university?

Change in Funding ArrChange in Funding Arrangement:angement: what impact does a change
from upfront funding to paying by instalments have? How does
a Social Benefit Bond work? How do we manage cash inflows
and outflows which happen on different dates?

Collecting Data:Collecting Data: what is the critical information about teenage
girls who may be at disadvantage? What questions should we
ask them? How are these questions related to our support
program? How should we collect the information?
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FundrFundraising Campaigns:aising Campaigns: how successful have our past
telemarketing campaigns been, in terms of cost-benefit
analysis? How can we use past campaign results for future
ones? What are the likely factors leading to a more successful
campaign?

The Hackathon volunteer day was a great success to both the
not-for-profit organisations and our team. We are very pleased
to see that our skills were of use for benefits of some great
causes, and a few of us volunteered to do some extra work
following the session. We are also looking forward to organising
it again with more people involved, and have already received
suggestions for what we can do for the next event from some of
the non profits!

Simon Faivel, from Social Ventures Australia, commented:
“Whether we are insuring people’s lives or understanding the
social impact of programs, we need to make judgements about
the world around us. And we all want better data to make more
informed judgements. Our day with the actuaries team at nab
helped us recognise that we are not alone!”

Martin Predavec, upon receiving analysis we have done for the
koalas’ population in Coffs Harbour, commented: “That is
wonderful. Thank you. The answer fits with what I was expecting
and the idea of using the actual data to calculate the rate of
forgetting is very smart… Currently we only go back to 1990, but
this analysis allows us to extend it a further 10 years.”

We position our team at NAB Wealth as the trusted advisers to
the business, by providing actionable insights through
information. The Hackathon day was a great opportunity to
extend this mission to the wider community.

As the recent Actuaries Institute campaign says: “Data is in high
demand. But not as high as the people who can make sense of
it”. We were pleased and excited that we have shared with the
not-for-profit organisations to “see what we see”.

The Hackathon day was made available through NAB’s skilled
volunteering program offered to all employees. It is a great
example of how big organisations and professional people can
participate and contribute back to the community.

This article originally appeared on Actuarial Eye
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Ethical traps threaten business reputation
By Stephanie Quine (stephanie.quine@actuaries.asn.au)

The risk of ‘The risk of ‘group thinkgroup think’ in or’ in organisations and strict regulation atganisations and strict regulation at
the expense of individual empowerment were discussed at athe expense of individual empowerment were discussed at a
recent Actuaries Institute event.recent Actuaries Institute event.

The 2015 CPD Roadshow ‘The Tiger in the Room’ saw the
executive director of the St James Centre for Ethics, Dr Simon
Longstaff AO, travel around Australia to help professionals
better recognise and manage unseen risks.

“He addressed what few other speakers have addressed – the
behavioural and ethical element to effective risk management,”
said Else Joubert (AIAA), a Senior Analyst in Risk Analytics at
Deloitte who was in the Perth audience.

Longstaff prefaced tips on recognising risk with a reflection on
ethics: the day-to-day question: ‘what ought one to do?’ the very
practical “architecture of choice”.

“His messages were logical yet challenging, and relevant to all
aspects of personal and professional life,” said Michelle Wedd,
an associate member of the Institute in the Adelaide audience.

“People don’t ‘fit’ on boards because they ask too many difficult
questions, but divergent thought is a good thing.”- Dr Simon
Longstaff

Values (ie. what’s ‘good’), like liberty, harmony, success, and
security, combined with principles (ie. what’s ‘right’) – like “do
unto others as you’d have them do to you” or the sunlight test
where you ask yourself “would I be comfortable if this was front
page news?” – inform ethical decisions, but mutations are
common.

Optical Illusion illustrating cognitive bias.Clue: the young
woman’s chin becomes the old lady’s nose.
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Events in history like the Vietnam War, and early use of
electroconvulsive therapy on the mentally ill, were used to
illustrate ‘wilful blindness’ and ‘group-think’ in decision-making.

Audiences heard how soldiers lost their moral authority on tour
through isolation and tribalism, only to be overcome with regret
upon returning home to a different ‘reality’.“We alter our
subjective framework through language, like for example ‘the
patient’ or ‘collateral damage’, to think about issues in a certain
way,” said Simon, explaining how individuals are conditioned by
their world view to only see part of the spectrum.

“We alter our subjective framework through language, like for
example ‘the patient’ or ‘collateral damage’, to think about issues
in a certain way,” said Simon, explaining how individuals are
conditioned by their world view to only see part of the spectrum.

“Professionals can become disconnected to the person at the
end of a particular product…” – Elayne Grace

Elayne Grace, Deputy CEO and Head of Public Policy at the
Actuaries Institute commented that the financial services
industry is not immune to such unthinking practices.

“Professionals can become disconnected to the person at the
end of a particular product or transaction and we’ve seen
businesses, even the entire financial services industry, suffer
reputational damage through such disengagement,” said Elayne.

Simon reiterated this observation, where individuals justify their
actions by saying “that’s just what we do, that’s what everyone
does”, as being particularly concerning among senior
management.

“I come across directors who think that their purpose is to
increase shareholder wealth when really, it is to uphold the
reputation of the company,” he said.

“People don’t ‘fit’ on boards because they ask too many difficult
questions, but divergent thought is a good thing.”

Barry Rafe, an Actuaries Institute Councillor who presents on
board governance for the Australian Institute of Company
Directors, asked Simon to suggest appropriate techniques to
avoid the dangers of ‘group think’ on boards and increase the
benefits of diversification.

“Expect sincerity and competence, not perfection, because that
doesn’t exist,” said Simon, adding that values and principles are
the DNA of an organisation but they are expressed in different
ways.

“You’ve got to be careful not to jump to conclusions.”

Command VCommand Vs Controls Control

The army’s leadership structure of 85% ‘command’ and 15%
‘control’ was also examined to illustrate the value of empowering
individuals to make responsible decisions.

Simon questioned the extent to which systems, policies and
structures introduced to manage risk reduce this capacity. This
highlighted the stark contrast between the defence and financial
services industries, and how heavy regulation has arguably
failed to deliver the intended reputational benefits for the latter.

“Imagine standing someone in a full body cast for an extended
period of time and then expecting their muscles to function well
once the cast is removed,” said Simon, emphasising the systemic
risk resulting from individuals becoming less engaged in the
decision making process because of strict rule based policies.

Actuaries will rarely implement a new system without looking for
anomalies, potential weaknesses or areas for improvement.

“More difficult however, is determining the approach taken to
implement the change required to address identified and
unquantifiable risks,” said Michelle, adding that greater
understanding and appreciation of human behaviour should be
taken into account in all business practices.

Actuary Brad Parry, who was recently seconded to the Financial
System Inquiry Secretariat, said that discussing the extremes of
ethical decision-making “gave unique context to our
responsibilities as actuaries”.

The St James Ethics Centre offers a free Ethics Helpline
telephone service if you’re facing a dilemma at home or at work.
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Major changes recommended to natural disaster
funding
By Sharanjit Paddam (editor@actuaries.asn.au)

The Productivity Commission’s final Inquiry Report on Natural
Disaster Funding Arrangements has found the current
arrangements are not “efficient, equitable or sustainable”.

Tabled on Friday (1 May), the report found natural disaster
funding arrangements are skewed towards post-disaster
reconstruction and lead to underinvestment in mitigation efforts
to reduce the impact of natural disasters in the first place.

In its policy package, the Productivity Commission recommends
significant changes to funding arrangements, including an
increase to $200 million in annual Commonwealth mitigation
funding, to be matched by the State Governments.

The report recommends improved risk data and information
sharing to the public on their exposure to natural disasters, as
well as integrating regulations on natural disaster risk
management into land use planning in order to reduce
inappropriate development in high-risk areas.

Significantly, the Productivity Commission identifies insurance as
an important risk management option, and concludes that
insurance pricing is increasingly reflective of the risk. Insurance
also has a role to play as a price signal on the costs of rebuilding
after a natural disaster.

Whilst climate change was excluded from the scope of the
inquiry, the report notes evidence that climate change may
impact on future costs through changes in the frequency and
intensity of some extreme weather events.

In an announcement on 1 May 2015, the Commonwealth
Government has agreed that changes are needed to natural
disaster funding. It has ruled out radical reductions in the
funding support it provides to states, but will pursue a gradual
approach to correct the balance of mitigation and recovery
funding. The government will consult on the changes, and then
provide a full response to the report.

Whilst the main impact of any changes is likely to be on
government, there will also be implications for the private
sector, with increased possibilities for risk mitigation funding.
The Insurance Council of Australia has previously supported the

increased focus on mitigation in their response to the draft
inquiry report.

In a separate report released on 30 April, the Australian National
Audit Office strongly criticised the operation of the existing
Natural Disaster Relief and Recovery Arrangements (NDRRA) by
the Attorney-General’s department.

As well as noting the inadequacies in the NDRRA framework, the
audit office found significant weaknesses in claims verification
and assurance, commenting that “millions of dollars of ineligible
claims [have been] reimbursed to the states at the
Commonwealth’s expense”.
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What's in store at the Actuaries Summit?
By Actuaries Institute (Actuariesmag@actuaries.asn.au)

An expected 500 practitioners and professionals from Australia
and overseas are expected to take part in this year’s Actuaries
Summit at the Grand Hyatt Melbourne. The Summit will provide
a forum for leading global speakers to address key issues facing
the actuarial profession. With a theme of Take the Lead,
delegates will gain insights into what it takes to become a leader
of tomorrow; new ideas, new ways of thinking and challenging
the norm.

The program will cover five plenary sessions and 56 concurrent
sessions, providing insights into new developments in traditional
actuarial areas and emerging areas. The concurrent sessions will
cover Banking, Data Analytics, General Insurance, Health
Insurance, Investments, Leadership, Legislation, Life Insurance,
Public Policy, Risk Management, Superannuation and Wealth
Management.

There will also be plenty of networking opportunities, with the
Summit kicking off with a Cocktail Party on Sunday 17 May at the
Grand Hyatt Melbourne. The second evening will play host to the
Gala Dinner; a perfect opportunity to catch up with colleagues
and meet new friends.

One of Australia’s most popular political commentators and the
ABC’s chief online political writer, Annabel Crabb, will be
facilitating the Summit.

Air Vice Marshal Ms Margaret Staib AM, CEO of Airservices
Australia and distinguished Royal Australian Air Force former
Senior Officer will reflect on her career and leadership in a male
dominated industry in Plenary 1’s ‘Leadership, Adversity and
Diversity’.

The second plenary, ‘Global Issues – Is it all about Asia?’ features
high-profile economist Chris Caton and Professor Alan Dupont, a
Professor of International Security at the University of New
South Wales. Chris will provide some context for the Australian
economy as part of the global scene, outline the issues from the
inside looking out and how are we viewed in the region and
globally. Alan will look at non-economic threats to Australia and
how real the terrorist impact is in Australia.

The actuarial profession has been involved both publicly and
behind the scenes in many of the large public policy debates.
Particularly the Financial Services Inquiry, but also on issues of

life insurance product design, the compensation resulting from
institutional child abuse, definitions of floods and storm damage
and retirement incomes policy. Plenary 3 focuses on ‘Raw
Insights on Public Policy’ and takes a look at the areas where the
profession can have an input. Geoff Atkins is a senior Actuary
and was involved in the secretariat for the FSI. Glen McCrea is
Chief Policy Officer of a major superannuation lobby group.
Actuaries Institute CEO David Bell, Managing Editor of BlueNotes
Andrew Cornell and Professor Rodney Maddock, professor of
Economics Monash University and Victoria University, will
provide insights into political and public responses to various
debates.

Plenary 4 features senior actuaries working in non-technical
roles: Mark Baxter, a member of the Executive Committee and
Chief Risk Officer of Prudential – UK and Europe, Trevor
Matthews Non-Executive Director, AMP, CoverMore, Bupa and
FNZ, and Fred Rowley Deputy Chief Actuary and Appointed
Actuary, TAL Life Ltd. Titled ‘More than an Actuary’, the idea of
this session is to understand how their actuarial qualifications/
careers has set them up for their careers in senior management
and the lessons and insights they have learnt along the way.

The final plenary of the Summit, ‘Future Shock’ identifies two key
areas of potential major disruption for society which the
profession will need to assess. Professor Chris Parish, Leader –
Cancer and Vascular Biology Group, The John Curtin School of
Medical Research, The Australian National University, will be
speaking on latest medical advances. It is important for the
community to understand what the trends are in cures for major
killers. Significant increases in future life expectancy will have,
amongst other things, very important implications for
retirement funding. Tim Trumper, Director, Quantium and
NRMA, will speak on the implications of Big Data. Implications
include the ability for organisations to accurately target
customers. The organisations that are able to understand their
clients will be able to develop and price products very
accurately.

Registration for the Actuaries Summit is still open, take the lead
and take part.
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Under the Spotlight: David Whittle
By David Whittle (david.whittle@zurich.com.au)

OVERVIEW
Name…David Whittle

Title…Chief Reserving Actuary, Asia-Pacific

Organisation…Zurich Insurance

Summarise yourself in one sentence…I am an experienced,
practical actuary with a broad knowledge of what is appropriate
actuarially and commercially

PERSONAL

My interesting/quirky hobbies…psephology

My favourite energetic pursuit…walking (does that count?)

The sport I most like to watch…cricket

The last book I read (and when)…How Did All This Happen – the
autobiography of comedian John Bishop – finished today

My favourite artist/album/film…David Mitchell (the comedian)
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The person I’d most like to cook for…no-one (my cooking would
not endear me to anyone…)

I’m most passionate about…history

What gets my goat…self-promotion with no substance behind it

I’d like to be brave enough to…change the world

In my life I’m planning to change…my diet (this is the perpetual
New Year’s Resolution)

Not many people know this but I…was a dropped out law
student

Four words that sum me up… hard-working, friendly, funny,
family-oriented

CAREER
What I wanted to be when I grew up…a barrister

Why and how I became an actuary…I fell into it really, it seemed
like an interesting job that I’d be able to do. I’ve always been
interested in probability

Where I studied to become an actuary and qualifications
obtained…Macquarie University to start with, then I became an
FIAA in 1994

My work history…I started in life insurance, accidentally got into
general insurance in 1994 (very lucky!) and my last three places
of work have been at Allianz Australia (where I headed up
Product and Pricing), at KPMG (where I was a Partner) and at
Zurich (first of all Chief Reserving Actuary for Australia and now
for Asia-Pacific)

What I find most interesting about my current
role…engagement with nine different countries

My role’s greatest challenges…engagement with nine different
countries

Who has been the biggest influence on my career (and
why)…my wife Cathy (who is a surgeon), it’s great to have a
different lens applied to professional dilemmas

My proudest career achievement to date is…constantly learning
and growing from every job I have done, meeting lots of great
people along the way

10 years from now, I will be…hopefully a bit wiser

When I retire, my legacy will be…I hope some younger actuaries
have learnt something from me

HYPOTHETICALS / OPINIONS /
WISDOM
Why I’m proud to be an actuary…we are an honest profession
with skills that are needed

The most valuable skill an actuary can possess is…listening

If I were President of the Institute, one thing I would improve
is…our engagement with Asia

At least once in their life, every actuary should…talk to the
people who sell the products that we design, price and reserve

My best advice for younger actuaries…It’s better to regret what
you did, than to regret what you didn’t do

If I could travel back in time I would…take more risks

If I win the lottery, I would…become some kind of historian
(paid or unpaid)
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